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انعبات انعبات 2   This page is the final introduction to jailbreak. Along with the frequently asked questions about all the jailbreak related, you'll find links to detailed tutorials on how to jailbreak your iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, and Apple TV. If you already know a lot about jailbreaking and you are just looking for guides and tutorials, simply miss out on the section on
how to jailbreak, or refer to our in-depth Can I Jailbreak? Guide. If you are new to jailbreaking and want to learn more, we suggest you spend a few minutes reading about this awesome pastime below. At the bottom of the page you will find information about various prison escapes. Just find the version of the software you want jailbreak and the type of device
you have for personalized instructions. Content What's the Last? The latest iOS/iPadOS jailbreak is version 14.x (current), for some devices. The semi-tied checkra1n tool can jailbreak it, and all future firmware, on A9-A10 devices (iPhone 6 (plus) and iPhone 7 (plus)) without problems. It may jailbreak it, and all future firmware, on A11 (iPhone X) devices, but
you won't be able to set a password afterwards. This is not recommended. This may or may not be corrected in the future. For lower firmware, see below. Devices with an A12 or a newer chip (iPhone XR or newer) currently do not have the jailbreak available on iOS 14.x. For lower firmware, see below. The latest jailbreak of tvOS version 14.x (current) for
Apple TV 4 (HD). Jailbreak is now with checkra1n for tvOS (semi-tied). The latest jailbreak of tvOS version 13.4.5 for Apple TV 4K. Jailbreak now with unc0verTV (semi-untethered). You can read about the latest jailbreak news here. What is a jailbreak? Jailbreaking is the process by which Apple operating systems are modified to remove restrictions and give
more control over the device. These changes usually allow you to work without a code signature, as well as reading and writing in the root file system, both of which are usually prevented by Apple. Increased privileges allow you to set up and install apps that aren't available to users with a stock device. Jailbreaking is the most popular on, and most is due to
Apple's iOS and iPadOS mobile operating systems, although it also exists in various forms on tvOS, watchOS, macOS and audioOS. Typically, jailbreak adds an unofficial installer to the device that allows you to download third-party apps, settings, and extensions that aren't available through the App Store. These packages open endless possibilities to do
things on your device that a non-jailbroken one would never be able to do. The most famous and oldest of these installers is called Cydia. Competing and fast-growing alternatives to Cydia currently exist, such as zebra and sileo. Cydia and other package managers Settings that customize the look, behavior and capabilities of your device in a variety of
different ways, bypassing the restrictions set in from Apple and telecom operators, connect to other devices remotely, and usually allow you to unlock the full potential of your device. Jailbreaking about releasing your Apple devices to allow you to use the products that you paid for in any way you want. What are the benefits of jailbreaking? The main reason
that people jailbreak is to install third-party apps and settings that Apple can't or won't approve of in the App Store. There are hundreds of apps that do not comply with Apple's guidelines, or that have features that Apple App Store guidelines prohibit. Settings don't exist in the App Store at all, as they are not apps. These are extensions, add-ons, or
adjustments to already installed applications, as well as the operating system itself. For example, Apple doesn't allow you to customize your device's overall user interface. Thanks to the jailbreak community, there are many jailbreak settings that completely change the way your device looks, whether it's changing icons, hiding the names of icons, adding more
than four apps to the dock, setting up a dark mode, or applying the whole theme, sounds and all. If you value function over aesthetics, jailbreak can satisfy you too. Functional settings that bring subtle improvements in how the device works are also popular. Swiping around the keyboard to move the text cursor rather than fiddling with the magnifying glass,
installing the phone to perform complex events in response to certain combinations of buttons, turning off the reading of receipts in third-party messengers, installing applications from unknown sources, connecting wirelessly with other devices via SSH, displaying wi-fi channel and power information, list can go on and on. If you've ever been bothered by a
small aesthetic or functional hindrance in an Apple OS, chances are there's a package out there to help you get it just the way you want it. For more extra benefits from jailbreaking, be sure to read our special spiel list of 10 reasons to jailbreak your iPhone or iPad in 2020. Is jailbreak legal? First, let's be clear: jailbreak is perfectly legal. There was a time until
2010 when jailbreak was implied by the U.S. government as illegal, because of its relevance to copyright infringement. However, for many years the Government periodically maintained the status of jailbreak as explicitly legal and exempted it from broader copyright issues. Status in other countries varies, but usually falls under neither legal nor illegal
provided that it is not used for copyright infringement, and never going to court in any way. So there's really nothing to worry about. Even if you don't live in the U.S., there's almost no chance that Apple will come after you for jailbreaking your This has not happened once, in any country, despite a thriving community jailbreak since 2007. Please note this
important distinction: the act of jailbreaking is not illegal. However, however, crimes you commit on your device remain illegal. If you use jailbreak for illegal torrent movies, download paid apps for free, or commit other cyber and copyright crimes (otherwise known as piracy), you are still breaking the law. Stick to jailbreak to customize your device the way you
want it, not steal. Does the jailbreak revoke my warranty? Yes and no. Yes, because if you go to an Apple store with a jailbroken device in order to get support, repairs or maintenance, you will be denied (provided they notice). While Apple recognizes the U.S. government's DMCA exemption ordinance that makes jailbreak legal, that doesn't mean they should
allow it in their warranty agreement. Basically, it is illegal for them to stop you from doing what you want with your device, but it is legal for them to refuse to provide any support for it if you have done anything they don't like. From Apple's support article on jailbreak: Apple strongly cautions against installing any software that hacks iOS. It is also important to
note that an unauthorized iOS modification is a violation of the license agreement with iPhone end users, and because of this Apple may refuse to service the iPhone, iPad or iPod touch that any unauthorized software has installed. However, there is a simple workaround to the warranty issue too. If you need to visit the device in the Apple store, just restore it
in factory settings in advance. This completely removes all traces of being jailbroken, and the stock device will be accepted by Apple under warranty. There will be no way to know that you jailbroke it. Can a jailbreak brick my device? You may have heard a few horror stories about people who tried to jailbreak their iPhone or iPad and ended up turning it into a
press press- although this may have happened in the very early days of the iPhone, it is now so difficult to be impossible for any average user. These stories are almost always bad time hardware issue comes with the first time, and what they describe is something like their phone screen dies instead. The worst that can happen when the device initially tries
to jailbreak becomes unresponsive, which is usually fixed by a hard reset. Even a complete damage to the file system can be fixed with the restoration of the factory. Once jailbroken, the only dangers come from installing incompatible settings, or loading something unsafe. Most jailbreaks will include a safe mode that disables all your tweaks in case of
incompatibility so that you can safely remove them, and you can often un-jailbreak too on newer jailbreaks. As a last resort, remember that you can always restore your device's firmware back to the warehouse, will fix any non-omaer problems. After these simple steps, make sure your iPhone or iPad returns to its original state. Try to avoid this if absolutely
necessary, as it will update your phone, and destroy all user data stored on it. jailbreak, if and until one is released for the recently updated firmware. Is jailbreak the same as unlocking? No, jailbreaking and unlocking are two different things. Jailbreaking removes restrictions in Apple software, unlocking removes restrictions imposed by your cellular provider.
In the early days of the iPhone, jailbreak will often allow you to unlock your iPhone too, but this is now rare. As noted earlier, the iPhone jailbreak allows you to install third-party apps and fashions, while unlocking allows you to use your iPhone on another carrier. There are occasional exceptions to this rule as well as settings that may alter some cellular
behaviors such as binding and MMS, but in general they are not related. You can learn more about the difference between jailbreak and unlocking if you are interested. Can I use iTunes and the App Store after jailbreak? Yes, you can use iTunes and the App Store after jailbreaking the device. In fact, nothing will change. The only slight annoyance is that
some App Store apps, such as banking apps, include jailbreak detection, which prevents them from starting when they escape from prison. You can get around this for most custom-set-up apps. The most noticeable change to your device will be that after jailbreaking, you will have installed a new app like Cydia. What is Sidia? What is a package manager? In
short, Cydia is a package manager: an app that lets you browse, install, and delete jailbreak apps and settings. You may think of it as an App Store, but for jailbreaking apps. Most apps and tweaks on Cydia are free, but it's not unusual for a more complex jailbreak offering to cost a few dollars. While Cydia is the oldest and most famous package manager,
alternative package managers also exist. Historically, Cydia may not be beaten for stability and long-term support, but recently young additions have improved in this regard, as well as the addition of new features that Cydia lacks. Some alternative package managers, if you want to check them out, are zebra (my personal favorite), Sileo, and installer. Does
jailbreak prevent you from updating my device? Jailbreaking doesn't stop you from updating your device's firmware, but updating your device's firmware can prevent you from jailbreaking. Let me explain. Apple typically uses every iOS or iPadOS update to fix the jailbreak that existed on previous versions of the firmware, meaning that hackers have to start
from scratch to make a new tool for the new firmware. This may not be a big problem for most people who are happy to lose jailbreak in exchange for new stock features, but it does avoid those who use a lot of jailbreak apps and settings. Jailbreakers usually don't update their devices, so they can keep their jailbreaks, and only update the firmware of their
device after the jailbreak tool for higher firmware is released. As long as you stay on the old, jailbreak firmware firmware may continue to jailbreak, but the new firmware will be invulnerable to previous jailbreak tools. Therefore, if you upgrade to the newest firmware, you will probably find yourself unable to jailbreak it, as there is no jailbreak tool for it yet. How
long you have to wait for one can vary, although it's getting harder lately, making staying on jailbreak firmware even more valuable. The lone exceptions to this cat-and-mouse game are jailbreaks built on a hardware feat, such as checkra1n. This type of jailbreak cannot be fixed with a software update because the vulnerability it uses lies deeper in the
system, such as in bootrom or hardware. Devices that have a jailbreak of this type can be jailbroken for life, no matter what iOS or iPadOS version they are on. However, this type of jailbreak is usually tethered or semi-tied and therefore not suitable for all users (more on that below). If you're jailbroken and decide that you want to upgrade, that's not a
problem. If you don't care about losing the jailbreak and just want to get back in stock, it's always possible with a simple plant restoration. What are the different types of prison escapes? There are generally four types of jailbreak: strapped, semi-bound, semi-untethered, and untethered. The first two are not as useful for the average user. They require the user
to plug their device into the computer every time it reboots or powers, in order to jailbreak it again. Almost all of the recent prison escapes have been semi-untethered, meaning that after each restart you have to re-run the jailbreak app on your device. This activates your jailbreak to allow you to use your tricks. Your device will work like a normal stock device,
without jailbreaking features until you do so. Untethered jailbreaks are more rare because of the difficulty in building them, but do not have the limitations of a semi-untethered tool. The untethered jailbreak is persistent, meaning it remains jailbroken through the reboot. Read this article to learn more about the differences between these types of jailbreak. Can
jailbreaking let me download App Store apps for free? Technically yes, but we don't recommend installing pirated apps and settings on your device with a prison sentence. Not only is it illegal, but you're also stealing money from hardworking developers. We do not condone, troubleshoot or support piracy issues. Is jailbreak easy? These days, jailbreak is very
easy. You usually download a jailbreak and upload it to your device with tools such as Xcode, Cydia Impactor, AltStore, or Signing Service. From there, you'll run the app and hit the Jailbreak button. Older jailbreaks tend to include the program on your computer instead, with your device connected via USB. Both methods are simple and do not require any
specific knowledge or skills. You'll find useful tutorials on how to jailbreak at the bottom of this page, and our Can I Jailbreak? leadership will be You know your options in more detail. If you don't feel completely comfortable jailbreaking the device yet, make sure to take a look at our tutorials. They will guide you through the process with step-by-step
instructions and illustrations. What's the best jailbreak tool? It depends entirely on the type of device you have and the iOS or iPadOS version you're on. You can only use jailbreak tools available for your device model and firmware. For example, an iPhone 5s user will use unc0ver on iOS 11-12.2 and Chimera on iOS 12.3-12.5.1 if they want the flexibility of a
half-burst jailbreak. If they wanted a clean jailbreak that can never be fixed but which has the flip side of being semi-tied, then the best tool would be checkra1n. See our section How to jailbreak to review the device and firmware specific options, below, or our Can I Jailbreak? a guide for more information. Is there anything worth a jailbreak? No. You should
never pay for access to a prison escape. Hackers who develop jailbreaks do it for free. They sometimes collaborate with the company to get a reduction in advertising made in the jailbreak app, and they often accept donations, so if you appreciate the work that went into giving you your jailbreak, then feel free to give something. However, there should never
be a payment required to access the tool. If you find a website claiming to be a new jailbreak and asking you to set up an account or pay for access, this is a scam. Always download jailbreak tools directly from the real developer. We recommend checking out our website, which will always provide authentic and original sources for these tools. If you are
unsure, come and watch our jailbreak news and guides. If we didn't mention the tool, it's almost certainly a fake. As jailbreak your iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, and Apple TV go to your firmware version below to find your jailbreak tool, and find a guide to using it. More information can be found in our Can I Jailbreak? Guide. iOS and iPadOS 14.0-14.x (current)
checkra1n: iPhone 5s on iPhone 7 (plus). HALF-TIED. checkra1n: iPhone 8 (plus) on iPhone X. The device will not be able to set the password. NOT RECOMMENDED. All A12 devices up and up (iPhone XR and up) are not currently jailbreak. iOS and iPadOS 13.5.1-13.7 Odyssey: all devices. checkra1n: all A7-A11 devices (iPhone 5s for iPhone X). HALF-
TIED. iOS and iPadOS 13.0-13.5 iOS 12.4.9-12.5.1 Chimera: all devices. checkra1n: all A7-A11 devices (iPhone 5s for iPhone X). HALF-TIED. iOS 12.0-12.4.8 iOS 11.0-11.4.1 unc0ver: all devices. Electra1141: all devices. iOS 10.0-10.3.4 TotallyNotSpyware: all 64-bit devices. Instead of a jailbreak-based app, it's hosting both Meridian and doubleh3lix. It
automatically selects which jailbreak tool is off and jailbreaks directly through the website. Recommended. doubleh3lix: all 64-bit devices except the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus. Meridian: all 64-bit devices, including iPhone iPhone and the iPhone 7 Plus. h3lix: all 32-bit devices. iOS 9.3.5-9.3.6 Ph'nix: only 32-bit devices. 64-bit devices: jailbreak is
unavailable. iOS 9.3.4 Home Depot: only 32-bit devices. Untethered! 64-bit devices: jailbreak is unavailable. iOS 9.2-9.3.3 iOS 9.1 iOS 9.0-9.0.2 iOS 8.4.1 EtasonJB: Only 32-bit device. Untethered! 64-bit devices: jailbreak is unavailable. iOS 8.3-8.4 iOS 8.0-8.1.2 TaiG for Windows. PP for Mac. iOS 8.0-8.1 iOS 7.1-7.1.2 iOS 7.0.2-7.0.6 evasi0n7 for Mac -
Windows. iOS 6.1.3-6.1.5 RedSn0w and p0sixpwn: iPhone 4, iPhone 3GS and iPod touch 4G only. iOS 6.0-6.1.2: iOS 5.1.1 iOS 5.1 iPhone 4s, iPad 3 and iPad 2: No Jailbreak. RedSn0w: All other iOS devices. Seas0nPass: Apple TV 2. iOS 5.0.1 iOS 5.0 iOS 4.3.5 iOS 4.3.4 iOS 4.3.3 iOS 4.3.2 iOS 4.3.1 iOS 4.2.8 iPhone 4: JailbreakMe - Sn0wBreeze. iOS
4.2.1 iOS 4.1 iOS 4.0.2 iOS 4.0.1 iOS 4.0 iPhoneOS 3.2.1 Jailbreak iPad 1 with JailbreakMe. iPhoneOS 3.2 Jailbreak iPad 1 with Spirit. iPhoneOS 3.1.3 iPhoneOS 3.1.2 iPhoneOS 3.1 iPhoneOS 3.0.1 iPhone 3GS: RedSn0w. iPhone 3G: RedSn0w. iPhone 2G: RedSn0w. iPhoneOS 3.0 tvOS Jailbreak iPhone 3GS 3.1.2 with BlackRa1n RC2 RC2
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